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In this paper a time-optimal problem for a class of systems described by 
linear integro-difference-differenfial equations i considered. Theorems for the 
existence, necessary conditions, and uniqueness of the optimal pair {u, 4} are 
derived. Emphasis is given to the optimization of the initial data. Choice of 
bounded measurable functions for the admissible classes of both the initial 
states and controls leads to the result that the optimal initial state function, the 
optimal initial control, and the optimal control are all of "bang-bang" type. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years significant emphasis has been given to the study of here- 
ditary equations, because of the many applications to various branches of 
technology, economics, biology and other social and life sciences. 
In the study of optimal control problems of such systems with heredity 
both in the states and in the control variables, the selection of the initial 
state function and the initial control is essential for the evolution of the system. 
Since the term "initial" refers to the time period prior to the time t o that the 
system starts following the dynamic equations (and this time may very well 
be an instant in the future), the selection of the initial data {¢(t), u(t)/t ~ [~, to] } 
may be done not in an arbitrary but in an optimal fashion. (This may be of 
particular importance in economic planning problems with hereditary 
characteristics (Dobell and Dorfman, 1971).) 
O~uzt6reli (1963; 1966, pp. 240-259), considering the time-optimal 
problem of a linear system with heredity in the states only has given theorems 
for the existence, uniqueness, the form, as well as necessary conditions for an 
optimal pair {u, ¢}. By considering continuous initial state functions, he has 
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shown that the optimal initial state function ¢° may be found from the solution 
of a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. 
In this paper we also consider the time-optimal problem of a linear system 
but with heredity (finite) in both the states and the control variables. By 
considering a broad class of admissible initial state functions, namely 
L~([a, to) , G), G compact and convex hypercube, we obtain the optimal 
initial function in a "bang-bang" form. This eliminates the problem of 
solving the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, which is of con- 
siderable computational difficulty. Physically, it is always possible to realize 
a "bang-bang" function with sufficient accuracy and therefore, if we have 
at all access to the initial data, the introduction of a larger class of functions 
guarantees better optimization results. 
Theorems for the existence, uniqueness and necessary conditions for the 
optimal pair are provided, extending O~uzt6reli's results. The optimal 
initial control as well as the optimal control are shown to be also of "bang- 
bang" type. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider the following hereditary system in E n : 
2(0  = Bi(t)  x(t  - -  h,) + L~(s, t) x(s) ds + C,(t) u(t - -  h,) 
i=O i=o 
(1) 
+ L2(s, t).(s) ds 
for t e I = [to, tl] C [to, ~)  where the constant delays are such that 
0=h o<hl  <""  <h,~ < oo 
and - -oo  % c~ ~ t o - -  h m . B~(t) (i ~ 0, 1,..., m) are given continuous n × n 
matrices, C~(t) (i ~ 0, 1,..., m) are given continuous n × r matrices, Ll(S , t) 
and L2(s , t) are continuous matrices of order n × n and n × r, respectively. 
Let A = {u ~L~o([a, tl], E T) : u(t) ~U a.e., U compact and convex unit 
hypercube in E ~} be the class of admissible control functions and q~ = 
{¢ ~L~([a, to) , E ~) : ¢(t) ~ G a.e., G compact, convex unit hypercube in E ~} 
be the class of admissible initial state functions. A pair {u, q~} with u ~ A, 
¢ ~ ~ will be called an admissible pair. 
An admissible pair will be called t ime-optimal if it transfers system (1) 
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from a given point X(to) = x o to a given point x(T  °) = x~ in the shortest 
possible time T ° > t o . 
Below, we shall answer the following questions. 
Px: I f  there exists an admissible pair {u, 4} which transfers ystem (1) 
from the point x o ~ E n, to the point x 1 ~ E n, does there exist a time- 
optimal one ? (Existence) 
P2: I f  there exists an optimal pair, what conditions must it satisfy ? 
(Necessary conditions) 
P~: I f  there exists an optimal pair, is it unique ? (Uniqueness) 
3. EXISTENCE OF AN OPTIMAL PAIR 
Since a and t 1 are assumed to be finite, ¢ ~Lt([~ , to) , G) and u aLl([~, tl] , U) 
and therefore by the use of Riesz' representation theorem, (O~uzt6reli, 1966, 
p. 86) we can write the solution of (1) as 
to t 
x(t, t o , ¢, u) -= ~f M(s, t) 4(s) ds + f N(s, t) vu(s ) ds, t a [~, tl]\{to} 
to 
X(to , to, 4, u) := x o (2) 
where 
vu(t ) A= C,(t) u(t --  hi) + L2(s , t) u(s) as (3) 
i=O 
and M(s, t), N(s, t) are the O~uzt6reli Kernel Matrices of the First and 
Second Kind, respectively, corresponding to system (1) [O~uzt6reli, 1966, 
pp. 91-92] that satisfy the following equations: 
~M(s, t) _ B~(t) M(s, t -- h,) + Ll(.r , t) M(s, r) dr, 
St i=O 
t e [to, tl], s e [a, to] (4) 
M(s ,  t) = ~(t - -  s) for s, t ~ [~, to], 
ON(s, t) ~-~).~ Bi(t ) N(s, t --  h,) + e[t Ll(% t) N(s, -r) dz, 
~t i~O ~a 
s, t ~ [t o , h ]  
N(s, t) -~ O for s > t, N(s, t) -= I for s = t. 
(5) 
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DEFINITION 3.1. For each t ~ I the set 
c(t) ~ {x(t) c E- : x(t) : x(t, to, 4, u), {u, ~} c, J  ® ~} 
is called the attainable set. 
LEMMA 3.1. The attainable set P(t) associated with system (1) is compact 
and convex. 
Proof. From (2) we have 
° I F(t) = M(s, t) 4~(s) ds + N(s, t) %(s) as : {u, ~) e A @ q~ , t O 
t c I\{t0}. 
To show that _N(t) is compact and convex it is sufficient o prove that the sets 
A(t) = !~t°M(s, t)d~(s) ds : (~ c q)t (6) 
( Jc~ ] 
and 
f* N(s, t) %(s) ds A } (7) ~(t)  = I to : u E 
are compact and convex. 
Convexity and compactness of A(t) follows directly from Aumann's 
Theorem (Hermes and LaSalle, 1969, p. 29) by considering as F(7) the 
compact set valued function {M(% t) ~(~-) : q~(~') ~G} and using linearity of 
.[~0 M(~-, t)~(~-)d~- w.r.t. ~, continuity of M and the fact that [~, to) is a 
fixed, finite interval. (N.B. Convexity of G is not necessary here.) 
Now consider the set 
V = {v.(s) : u cz~, sc I}.  (8) 
LEMMA 3.2. I'(t) is a continuous function on (to, or) to the space of compact 
subsets of E '~ equipped with the Hausdorff metric. 
Since U is compact and convex, so is V. 
Let B = {v : v(s) e Va.e.}. Then, since uELoo([~, tl], U), L2(s , t), and 
Ci(t) are continuous (i = 0, 1, 2,..., m), B C Loo([a, tt], V). It follows that 
B is w*-compact and convex. 
Now, the operator Ttv = I~0 N(s, t) v(s) ds is a continuous operator from 
Loo to E ~, and since B is w*-compact and convex g?(t) = TtB is compact and 
convex. This completes the proof. 
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Proof. Since the O~uzt6reli Kernel matrices M(s, t) and N(s, t) are 
continuous on [~, to] @ (to, tl] and I @/,  respectively, the proof is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (Existence of an optimal pair). I f  there is an admissible 
pair {u, ¢} which transfers ystem (1)from x(to) -= x o to x(tl) = x 1 then there 
exists an optimal pair. 
Proof. The proof is exactly analogous to the one of Theorem 10.4 
(O~uzt6reli, 1966, pp. 246-247) and it is omitted. 
Let 
4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
(° S;o ,, ~2(t, ¢, u) ~= M(s, t) ¢(s) ds + vu(s) ds. (9) 
Theorems 10.6, 10.7, and 10.8 of (O~uzt6reli, 1966, pp. 249-50) remain valid. 
Thus, we have the following Maximum Principle. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If{u °, ¢°} is an optimal pair in A @ go then there exists a 
nonzero vector @° ~ E n such that 
(¢°,~2(T°,¢,u)<~(¢°,/Y2(T°,¢°,u °) forall (u ,¢}eA@go (I0) 
where T ° is the optimal time corresponding to{u °, ¢°}. 
The following proposition is an extension of Theorem 10.9 of (O~uzt6reli, 
1966, p. 251). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. All time-optimal pairs {u °, ~o} in A @ q5 are of the form: 
u°(t) = 
"sgn O~(t) C((t -[- k,) N'(t + k~ , T °) 
{[20 sgn O,(t) Ci'(t @ hi) N'(t + hi, T °) 
+ ff°L~'(t,s)N'(s,T°)ds] ¢° I 
a.e. on [~, to) ¢°(t) = sgn{M'(t, T °) ¢°} 
a.e. on [% to) 
(11) 
a.e. on  .1 '7, 
(12) 
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where Oi(t ) = X[to_h,To_h, ) (t), i = 0, 1,..., m, Xz being the characteristic 
function of the set E, the prime indicates matrix transpose and ¢° is a vector 
for which Proposition 4.1 holds. 
Proof. From (I0) and for u = u ° we have 
(q,°, £*"M(s,T°)¢(s)ds) <~ (¢°, ft°M(s, T°)¢°(s)ds), fo ra l lCe~.  (13) 
Since (~b °, ;o  M(s, T °) ¢(s) ds) -- ~ (~(s), Zlg'(s, T °) ¢°) ds is a linear func- 
tional of ¢(.) defined on the w*-compact set ¢b (with compact and convex 
range G), it follows that 
¢°(t) = sgn{M'(t, T °) ¢°} 
Similarly from (10) for ¢ = ¢°, we have 
a.e. on [a, t0). (14) 
N(s, r °) V~o(S) ds), Vu e zl. (15) 
From the definition of %(t) and by elementary manipulations, it is found that 
J( I20 _-- .to u(s), O,(s) C i (, + h,) N'(s + h,, T °) 
f 
T o m 
we can apply (15) for u 1 --  u. X[~.%) e 2 and u e ~ u. X[~o.ro) ~ A with u ~ A, 
and the form of the optimal initial control and the optimal control is obtained. 
This completes the proof. 
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5. UNIQUENESS OF THE OPTIMAL PAIR 
DEFINITION 5.1. The control system (1) is said to be normal, if no 
component of the vectors 
Vl(t ) 4J ° ~ Oi(t ) Ci'(t + hi) N'(t + hi, T °) + L((t,  s) N'(s, T °) ds ~b °, 
= t o 
t e [~, to) 
V2(t) ~b ° ~= Ok(t) Ci'(t + hi) N'(t  + hi, T °) + L((t,  s) N'(s, T °) ds ¢o, 
t~ I  
Va(t ) 4~ ° & M'(t, T °) ¢o, t e [a, to) (17) 
is identically zero on an interval of positive length. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 (Uniqueness of the Optimal Pair). Let {ul, ~1} and 
{u2, Cz} be two time-optimal pairs in A @ q~, which transfer the system (1) 
from the point X(to) = x o to the point x 1 in times t 1 and t2 , respectively. Then, 
if the system is normal, these pairs coincide a.e., i.e., t 1 -= t~ , ul(t ) ~ u2(t ) a.e. 
on [~, t~] and 41(t) ~ 42(t) a.e. on [~, to). 
Proof. First, it is clear the t 1 = t 2 . Since x(tl, to, ¢1, ul) = x(t2, to,¢2, u2) = xl 
we have from (2), 
f f°M(s,  tl)¢1(s ) ds + f£'N(s, tl)%~(s)ds 
= f '°M(s,  t2)¢2(s) ds + f£2N(s, t~) %z(s) ds. (18) 
Let ¢o, be a vector for which Proposition 4.1 holds. Then, from (9) and (18) 
we have 
(~b °, g2(tl ¢1, ul)) = (~b °, f2(t2,¢~, u2) == max (¢°, g2(t 1 ¢, u)). (19) ' {U.¢}EA®~" " ' 
From Proposition 4.2 it follows that for the same nontrivial ¢° and for a 
normal system, the optimal pair is uniquely determined from the necessary 
condition (10). Thus, from (19) Proposition 5.1 follows directly. 
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EXAMPLE. Consider the system in EZ: 
2(t) -~ x(t) + x(t - -  O) + u(t) + u(t - -  0), t e [0, T] (20) 
with x (O)=xo=0.5 ,  ueA,  U=[- -1 ,1 ] ,  ~eq) ,  G=[ - -1 ,1 ] .  The 
optimization problem can be stated as follows: Find an admissible pair 
{u, 6} ~A (~)~b which transfers x (0 )= 0.5 to x(T  °) = 0 in the shortest 
possible time T °. The O~uzt6reli Kernels corresponding to system (20) are 
found from (4) and (5) to be 
It/o] (t --  nO) n 
M(a , t )  = ~ n! et-"°3(--a) 
~=0 
+ (t - -  (n + 1)0 --  a)" et_(.+~)o_.p(t _ (n + 1)0 - -  or) 
n! 
t~>O, - -0~<~<0 
(21) 
[(t-s)lO] (t - -  nO --  s) ~ et_no_ s 
N(s , t )  = ~ n! t >/ s >/ O (22) 
~Z~0 
where p(t) = i for t />  0 and zero for t < 0. 
Since M(s, t), N(s, t) > 0, it follows from (11) and (12), that 
u°(t) = sgn ~b ° ~ 
,~°(t) = sgn ~b ° z~ o~. (23) 
From (20), (23) and the requirement that x(T  °) = 0 we find that for delay 
0 = 0.1 we have a = --1 and the optimal time, calculated by Newton- 
Raphson method, is found to be T ° = 0.251882. 
The corresponding optimal pair is 
u°(t) = --1, t~[ - -O ,  T °] 
¢°( t )  = - l ,  t ~ [ -o ,  o) .  
CONCLUSION 
Certain previous results of O~uzt6reli were extended in this paper to a 
class of systems having heredity in both the states and the controls. Results 
concerning the existence, uniqueness, necessary conditions and the form of 
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the optimal initial state function, optimal initial control and optimal control 
were obtained. The authors feel that these results will have applications to 
problems uch as optimal planning of economic systems and certain biological 
processes. 
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